
THE DEPICTION OF ADOLESCENCE IN THE MOVIE WELCOME TO THE

DOLLHOUSE

Welcome to the Dollhouse: Adventures in Adolescence The film's title is ironic in that Dawn is neither welcome in her
surroundings, nor cute and doll-like. Missy is the societally perfect representation of proper female.

You will make love to me. The soundtrack offers little punctuations of music to match her mood. To alter a
line from Mildred Pierce, it's the young who eat the young. At home her father is mute, while her mother
fawns over her cute and perky little sister. Easily one of the best independent films ever produced. Final irony:
this is a movie for and about year-olds it would appear yet it is rated 'R' and so, in effect, junior high school
life is not only 'not suitable' for those under thirteen, they can't even view it! Did he steal his daughter's diary?
Because adolescents are unable to appear noble in their selfishness, the way they speak becomes raw and
honest, more so than is deemed appropriate by society. Meanwhile, soft violins play on the soundtrack. I even
liked the song DeeNine-2 9 November This is a very funny comedy about the indomitable spirit of an year-old
junior high school girl, Dawn Wiener, played with geekish verve by Heather Matarazzo, who overcomes real
life horrors the likes of which would make war heroes shutter. Dawn's trials and tribulations will likely, ring
too true to many kids as well. Or have your dream lover tell you he can't be a member of your Special People
Club because it's 'a club for retards'? How would you like to be courted by a guy whose pick up line is 'I'm
going to rape you at three o'clock. This film very brashly highlights the struggles of adolescent psychosexual
development. As Dawn, Matarazzo isn't afraid to evoke the horrors of puberty with a straightforward
charmlessness: She's gawky, unhappy, and confused, while her tingling of sexual desire downright gives you
the shivers. And teachers, even bad ones, know better than to deliberately humiliate their students although
some do it unconsciously. How, then, does a film as dark as this still manage to be funny? Welcome to the
Dollhouse. Of course he hasn't a clue to what she's thinking--and we're not too sure either! Welcome to the
Dollhouse is a painfully honest coming of age story about an awkward and unpopular suburban middle
schooler, Dawn Wiener, played by Heather Matarazzo hello, Lily from The Princess Diaries. Even watching
this film as a year-old, I still get emotionally and physically uncomfortable watching Dawn navigate
adolescence. She is constantly picked on by a bully named Brandon Brendan Sexton III , and at home her life
is not particularly all that much better â€” her younger sister Missy Daria Kalinina is a manipulative spoiled
brat who gets everything that she wants, her older brother Mark Matthew Faber is a misogynistic nerd who
plays the clarinet in his own band, her parents never listen to her in disputes with other family members. It's a
nervous laughter, perhaps informed by the knowledge that, as dreadful as junior high school may seem at the
time, you can survive the experience and live to chuckle about it laterâ€¦ even though a laugh or two may stick
in the craw. Wickedly funny and dead on accurate. Heartbreaking and all too close to the bone perfectly
realized depiction of how judgemental we all are and just how harrowing adolescence really is.


